Installation Information

Alloc Inc. is not responsible for labor charges, installation charges
or similar costs. Consequential, special and incidental charges are
not recoverable under this warranty. Some states do not allow the
exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so
the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you.

1. In which room did you install your new flooring?
						
2. What kind of floor did you have in this room before
Alloc flooring?

Warranty Service

						
3. What is under your new floor?
___Plywood/wood planks
___Foam
___Concrete
___PVC moisture barrier
___Other:_________________________
4. Why did you buy a new floor?
___Old floor was worn
___Wanted no-wax floor
___Remodeled
___New Home
___Room addition
___Other:___________________________
Please also provide the following information:
1. Number of children in household under 18:______
2. Your age group
___18-24
___25-34
___35-49
___50-64
___65+

3. Annual household income
___under $25K
___$26K-$50K
___$51K-$75K
___$76K-$100K
___$101K-$150K
___$151K+

						
Signature
						
Date

What is Not Covered

To register your warranty, you MUST return the attached
Registration Certificate, with a copy of your original purchase
sales receipt, within 30 days of purchasing the flooring. If you
need to file a claim, do so through the retailer from whom you
purchased the product. Along with your claim, Alloc may require
samples of the complaint (i.e. laminate boards in question). Alloc
may (at Alloc’s discretion) also send an independent inspector
to the installation in order to obtain additional information for
the claim. Alloc will determine if an independent inspection is
necessary and, if so, Alloc will order and pay for the independent
inspection. All information regarding your claim will come from
your retailer.

THERE ARE NO OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTIES OTHER
THAN THE ALLOC EXPRESS WARRANTY.

State Law

This warranty does not cover damage to the product
caused by:

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also
have other rights, which vary from state to state.

What Alloc Will Do
If a product problem under warranty is acknowledged, Alloc will
replace defective planks with planks of the same design, if available, or another design of equal value. You will be responsible for
any labor costs associated with the removal of the damaged floor
and installation of the replacement floor.

• Installation error – Installation manuals are available online at
		 www.alloc.com or your may call 1-877-DO-ALLOC. (Please 		
note: product with surface defects are not to be installed under
		 any circumstances.)
• Accident, product misuse or product abuse, damage caused
		 by vacuum beater bars or the vacuum’s casters, insufficient
		 protection from furniture, items such as scratches, blows,
		 cuts, chips, dents or damage caused by sand or other
		 abrasive materials, whether caused by a service company
		 or a consumer.
• Nonresidential or commercial use.
• Improper care and/or maintenance of the flooring.
• Flooding, from natural disasters or appliance failure,  standing
		 water or water that is trapped between the sub-floor and the
		 Alloc floor. Pet urine or caustic substances such as bleach.
		 The sub-floor moisture may not be more than 12% moisture
		 in a wooden sub-floor or more than a measurement of
		 5 pounds/24 hours/1,000 square feet on a concrete floor using
		 a calcium chloride test. Hydrostatic pressure in concrete. 		
		 Water that has not been promptly removed (as required by
		 the Alloc Residential Warranty).

Please mail this form and a copy of your
original sales receipt today.

This warranty does not cover defects that are not clearly
visible, such as surface wear, stains or fading less than one
square inch in size.

Alloc Inc.
3441 South Memorial Drive
Racine, WI 53403

This warranty does not cover gloss as gloss is subjective to
lighting conditions. If the boards do not appear to match each
other for gloss or sheen they must not be installed. Samples
of each must be sent to Alloc for evaluation. Noise produced
when the flooring is walked on is not a warranty item. On
any wood based mechanical locking floor, the floor has the
ability to produce noise when walked on.

Or register online at www.alloc.com
Toll Free 1-877-DO-ALLOC

3441 South Memorial Drive • Racine, WI 53403
www.alloc.com • Toll free 1-877-DO-ALLOC
Part No. 750041

Residential Warranty

Alloc City Scapes warranty lasts for 30 years.

Regarding cleaning a laminate floor please remember:
“Less in more with a laminate floor”
Never sand, steam, or power-stream spray, a laminate floor.
Never use any wax or oil base cleaning product or any
product designated for wood or vinyl floors
Be careful using any product that are colored or have a
scent; over time they can leave a residue or build up on the
floor as will some tap waters that have minerals, sulfur or
softening agents in them. This can cause the appearance of
footmarks & visible wipe marks after cleaning

